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                           Asst. Sessions Judge 
                           Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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JUDGEMENT 
                    “Synopsis of Prosecution’s Case” 

1. Prosecution case appears to be in a narrow campus is that on- 01-03-

2016 informant Dilip Kalita lodged an ejahar before O/C of Missamari PS 

alleging, inter-alia, that accused Debojit Deka used to maintain love and 

affectionate relationship with his daughter victim „X‟, who was of 

marriageable age, since from last one year by visiting their house and 

accused with a false promise of marriage had sexual relation with her. 

Subsequently, the accused started to avoid her and they could know that 

he is trying to contemplate marriage with some other girl and he is not 

keeping any communication with the daughter of the informant. It is 

further alleged that the accused is threatening to kill his daughter and the 

accused has made such fraud with different girls.  

“Investigation” 
2. On receiving the ejahar, O/C Missamari P.S registered Missamari P.S Case 

No.19/16 u/s 406/420/376 of IPC and the case was investigated into. On 

finishing point of investigation, the I.O has submitted charge-sheet 

against the accused u/s 420/406/376 of IPC and consequent to that, Ld. 

Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Sonitpur, Tezpur committed the case to the 

Hon‟ble Court of Sessions, Sonitpur. Thereafter, Hon‟ble Court of Sessions, 

Sonitpur transferred the case to this Court for trial. 
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“Appearance & Charges” 
3. On receiving summon from the Court, the accused appeared before the 

Court and he was allowed to go on bail. My predecessor-in-office framed 

charges u/s 417/376 I.P.C against the accused Debojit Deka and 

explained and read over the charges to the accused, on which he pleads 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

“Trial & Statement of Defence” 
4. During trial, prosecution side examined as many as 6 nos. of witnesses, 

including the informant and the victim. Accused was examined u/s 313 

Cr.P.C and his pleas of denials were recorded in separate sheet and kept 

with the record. The accused declined to adduce any evidence in his 

defence. 

5. Following are appears to the Points for Determination:- 
(1) Whether prior one year from 01-03-2016, the accused cheated the 

victim by deceiving her fraudulently or dishonestly inducing her to 
enter into a love relation with the accused on his false promise 
that accused will marry her and have sexual intercourse with him 
and therefore committed an offence punishable U/S 417 of the 
Indian Penal Code ?  

(2) Whether prior to one year from 01-03-2016, the accused 
committed rape on the victim „X‟ and therefore committed an 
offence punishable U/S 376 of the Indian Penal Code?  

 
              EVIDENCES OF PROSECUTION SIDE 

6. PW-1 deposed before this court that on 03-03-2015, she was at Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital, Tezpur as M&HO-I. On that day, at around 1-55 p.m., she 

examined victim „X‟, in reference to Missamari PS case No.19/16 being  

escorted by WPC Rupali Bora. On examination, she found the following: 

Height – 5 feet, Weight – 48 Kgs, Teeth – 14/14. Secondary sexual 

characters are well developed. No mark of injury or violence seen on her 

body or private parts. Hymen is absent. The girl gave the history of 

having relationship with the accused and had physical relation several 

times with her consent. Her LMP is 10th February. Thus, she had physical 

relation on 8th February last. According to her, the accused avoided her 

since 8th February. Vaginal smear not taken as she herself stated that as 

her last sexual contact was about one month back i.e. 8th February. X-ray 

report: Union of epiphysis of lower ends of radius and ulna are complete. 

All epiphysis around the elbow joint have fused. Epiphysis of iliac crest 

has appeared but not fused. Age of the person is above 18 years. 
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Inference: The girl above 18 years of age has no sign of recent sexual 

assault. Ext.1 is the Medical Report and Ext.1 (1) is her signature. PW-1 in 

her cross-examination further deposed that the girl stated that she had 

sexual relation with the accused with her own consent.  

7. PW-2 deposed before this court that since 2014, she knows the accused 

through Facebook and their friendship developed. The accused expressed 

his love to her and she accepted. In March, 2016 he asked her to come 

over to Tezpur to meet him. As she did not know Tezpur well, he 

volunteered to bring her and so she came till Thelamara and from there 

accused brought her to Tezpur. He stated that he will take her to a park, 

instead he took her to his rented room where he forced on her and had 

sexual intercourse and she objected. The accused swore on his parents 

that he will marry her and she believed his promise. After that he brought 

her back to her friend‟s home. Subsequent to that they had been in touch 

over phone and have met each other regularly on every Sunday. As the 

accused had promised to marry her, she believed his promise and 

consented to have sexual intercourse with him. Once the accused took 

her to his parent‟s home and introduced her there as his friend and then 

she returned back. Around 6-7 months after they consummated their 

relationship, she started having doubt on the accused as he started 

avoiding her and she saw a photo of another girl in his mobile. In 

February, 2016 she went to his parent‟s home and they misbehaved with 

her and sent her back and subsequently, accused married someone else 

and thus, her father filed this case. Ext.2 is my statement before the 

Magistrate and Ext.2 (1) to 2(7) are her signatures.        

8. PW-2 in his cross-examination further deposed that in 2016, they came 

face to face and met each other in person. They met at a Missamari hotel. 

She had gone from her home to the hotel in the month of February, 2016. 

In March, 2016 she went to meet the accused at Tezpur. She doesn‟t 

remember how many times they had sexual relation. During this long 

period of knowing him, he did not show any negative attitude towards 

her. He was cordial to her and they had a good relationship. She did not 

find anything suspicious about him at that time. Initially, his behavior and 

relationship and attitude towards her was good. When she saw photo of 
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another girl in his mobile and his parents misbehaved with her when she 

went to their house, she went and complained to Mahila Samity. She 

doesn‟t remember the name of the President of the Mahila Samity. She 

doesn‟t specifically the designation of the person whom she complained. 

Junu Maya Chetry is the person from the Mahila Samity to whom she 

placed her complaint. Subsequently, her father lodged this FIR. After the 

FIR was lodged, she was brought to the hospital for medical examination. 

Then, she told the doctor about the incident. She studied up to BA 2nd 

year. When the accused used to call her to meet him, she had gone with 

her own. It is a fact that the case was lodged against the accused when 

she came to know that he is contemplating marriage with another girl.  

The accused was residing in a rented house at Tezpur and they had 

sexual intercourse in that rented quarter. Her two friends and the Mahila 

Samity know about the incident and only to them she had narrated the 

whole incident.  

9. PW-3 deposed before this court that she was the President of Anchalik 

Mahila Samti. She knows the victim „X‟. She doesn‟t know the accused. 

The incident happened during March of 2015-2016. Victim „X‟ came to her 

and told that accused and she were in love and they had a sexual relation. 

He had promised to marry her but he has refused to do so and therefore 

asked her for help. She asked her to lodge case in the Thana. She has no 

knowledge whether the accused had got married or not. PW-3 in her 

cross-examination further deposed that police examined her in this case 

as a witness. Victim „X‟ is of their locality.   

10. PW-4 deposed before this court that she knows the victim „X‟. She is her 

friend. She also knows the accused. The victim told her that the accused 

has promised to marry her. One day the victim told her crying that she 

had sexual intercourse with the accused and the number of phone calls 

from the accused decreased. PW-4 in his cross-examination further 

deposed that victim „X‟ is her close friend. She has come to the Court 

today with the victim. Police took her statement.   

11. PW-5 deposed before this court that he is the complainant of this case. 

The accused is not known to him and he doesn‟t know him prior to this. 

The incident took place in 2014. In 2014 his neighbor had brought a 
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proposal on behalf of the accused for his daughter. After that without his 

knowledge the accused and his daughter met each other and had also 

gone to the house of the accused and also to Tezpur. Around 6 months 

after receiving the proposal  his daughter came and told him that as their 

astrological charts did not match they can‟t be a marriage between them 

and contemplating him to marry someone else. His daughter also told him 

that they used to meet and in his rented room they had sexual relation. 

When they went to the SP his daughter told about the incident and she 

told the SP about the sexual relation then he came to know about the 

same. His daughter had gone with the accused several times because 

there was a talk of marriage going on between them and they intended to 

get married. Subsequently he lodged the FIR. Ext 3 is the FIR, Ext 3(1) is 

my signature. 

12. PW-5 in his cross-examination further deposed that he has never met the 

accused. He has never visited the house of the accused in connection with 

the marriage. Sadbir Sarma had made the proposal between the accused 

and his daughter. And they did not make any effort to pursue this 

proposal. The marriage proposal came in the year 2014 and the accused 

married someone else in 2016. In between these two years what relation 

was going on in between the accused and his daughter he didn‟t know 

until she told in front of the SP. Presently his daughter is engaged to be 

married to someone else and therefore they do not wish to pursue this 

case further? The FIR was lodged after they met the SP. Police did ask 

him about the incident. It is fact that he did not state before the IO that 

„in 2014 his neighbor had brought a proposal on behalf of the accused for 

his daughter. After that without his knowledge the accused and his 

daughter met each other and had also gone to the house of the accused 

and also to Tezpur. Around 6 months after receiving the proposal his 

daughter came and told him that as their astrological charts did not match 

they can‟t be a marriage between them and contemplating him to marry 

someone else. His daughter also told him that they used to meet and in 

his rented room they had sexual relation. When they went to the SP his 

daughter told her about the incident and she told the SP about the sexual 

relation then he came to know about the same. His daughter had gone 
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with the accused several times because there was a talk of marriage 

going on between them and they intended to get married.‟   

13. PW-6 deposed before this court that on 02-03-2016 he was at Missamari 

P.S as Officer In-charge. On that day, he received an FIR from 

complainant Dilip Kalita and started to investigate the matter. Ext. 3 is the 

FIR. Ext. 3(1) and Ext. 3(2) are his signatures on the said FIR. He 

interrogated the complainant in the Thana itself. He went to the place of 

incident i.e. Nepali Basti Missamari. He drew the sketch map of the place 

of incident. Ext. 4 is the sketch map and Ext. 4(1) is his signature. He 

interrogated the victim „X‟ at her residence itself. He also recorded the 

statements of other witnesses. He arrested the accused from his 

residence i.e. from Dhekiajuli Tamulipath. He filed the charge-sheet 

against the accused u/s 406/420/376 IPC. Ext. 5 is the charge-sheet. Ext. 

5 (1) is his signature. 

14. PW-6 in his cross-examination further deposed that the date of 

occurrence is not mentioned in the FIR. He examined PW-2 (victim „X‟) 

and she didn‟t state before him that the accused said that he would take 

her to park, instead took her to his rented room. This witness didn‟t state 

before him that every Sunday they met and she consented to sexual 

intercourse because the accused had promised to marry her. PW- 3 Junu 

Maya Chetry didn‟t state before him that during March 2015-16 victim „X‟ 

came to her and told her that the accused and she were in love and they 

had sexual relation and that he had promised to marry her but has 

refused to do so and therefore asked her to help her and then she asked 

her to lodge a case in the thana. He examined PW-4 Rose Mary Surin, and 

she didn‟t state before him that victim told her that he had promised to 

marry her and one day the victim told her crying that she had sexual 

intercourse with the accused and the number of phone calls from the 

accused decreased. This witness stated before him that she personally 

had not heard about the promise of marriage between them. He has 

perused the C/D and no incidence of physical relationship occurred within 

the Missamari PS. 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

15. At the outset this court would like to mention prime accusations levelled 

against the accused person to appreciate the evidences properly. Instant 

prosecution case sets in motion against the accused soon after lodging an 

ejahar by the informant before Missamary P.S. It was alleged in the 

ejahar by the informant that accused Debojit Deka used to maintain love 

and affectionate relationship with his daughter victim „X‟ and accused with 

a false promise of marriage had sexual relation with her. It was further 

alleged that subsequently, the accused started to avoid his daughter “X” 

and they could know that accused was trying to contemplate marriage 

with some other girl. It is further alleged that the accused is threatening 

to kill his daughter and the accused has made such fraud with different 

girls. 

16. On basis of aforesaid indictments, Charges under section-417/376 of IPC 

was framed against the accused and in light of charges framed against 

the accused in this case the prosecution side has got the burden to prove 

and established that accused deceived victim “X” by promising her falsely 

of contemplating marriage with her and further having sexual intercourse 

with victim “X” by the dint of such false promise of marriage. In the 

forthcoming discussions this court shall try to ascertain whether the 

prosecution side able to prove and established any ingredients of offences 

under section-417/376 of IPC upon which the accused may held guilty of 

commission of alleged offences.  

17. At the beginning I would like to discuss the evidence of victim “X” who 

has been examined in this case as PW-2. The victim “X” in her evidence 

claimed that since 2014, she knows the accused through Facebook and 

their friendship developed. She further deposed that accused expressed 

his love to her and she accepted. In March, 2016 accused asked her to 

come over to Tezpur to meet him and as she did not know Tezpur well, 

he volunteered to bring her and so she came till Thelamara and from 

there accused brought her to Tezpur. He stated that he will take her to a 

park, instead he took her to his rented room where he forced himself on 

her and had sexual intercourse and she objected. The accused swore on 

his parents that he will marry her and she believed his promise. As the 
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accused had promised to marry her, she believed his promise and 

consented to have sexual intercourse with him. She further deposed that 

around 6-7 months after they accomplished their relationship, she started 

having doubt on the accused as he started avoiding her and she saw a 

photo of another girl in his mobile. In February, 2016 she went to his 

parent‟s home and they misbehaved with her and sent her back and 

subsequently, accused married someone else and thus, her father filed 

this case. 

18. Hence, it seen from the evidence of PW-2(victim-X), that victim had 

consented the sexual intercourse with the accused believing the alleged 

promise of marriage put forwarded by the accused. The evidence in chief 

of PW-2, supports the versions of ejahar and to test her veracity and 

credence the defence side cross-examined the victim and during her 

cross-examination the victim deposed that in 2016, they came face to face 

and met each other in person. They met at a Missamari hotel. She had 

gone from her home to the hotel in the month of February, 2016. In 

March, 2016 she went to meet the accused at Tezpur. She doesn‟t 

remember how many times they had sexual relation. During this long 

period of knowing him, accused did not show any negative attitude 

towards her. She also deposed that when the accused used to call her to 

meet him, she had gone with her own. It is a fact that the case was 

lodged against the accused when she came to know that he is 

contemplating marriage with another girl. 

19. Hence, from the cross-examination part of PW-2, it disclosed that victim 

had meet the accused as per her own will and in the year 2014, victim 

met the accused at Missamary Hotel first. The victim “X” was a major girl 

at the time of alleged incident and her version disclosed that she 

developed love affairs with the accused through Facebook in the year 

2014 and subsequently, in the year 2016 she met the accused and had 

sexual intercourse with the accused. The victim in her evidence further 

competed that she had sexual intercourse with the accused as accused 

promised to marry her.  

20. During the time of cross-examination defence side put certain suggestions 

denying that PW-2 has not stated certain facts before the I.O, which she 
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had deposed before the court. And to prove the suggestions the defence 

side during the cross-examination of investigation i.e. PW-6, confirmed 

that victim in her statement recorded under section-161 of Cr.P.C, 

recorded by the I.O did not state before him that accused said that he 

would take her to park, instead took her to his rented room. Victim (PW-

2) further didn‟t state before I.O that every Sunday they met and she 

consented to sexual intercourse because the accused had promised to 

marry her. 

21. Hence, it seen that victim herself not stated before the IO that accused 

wanted take her to park, instead took her to his rented room. She further 

didn‟t state before I.O that every Sunday they met and she consented to 

sexual intercourse because the accused had promised to marry her. The 

facts not stated before the I.O by the victim appears to be material facts 

and such omissions on the part of the victim for not mentioning those 

facts before the I.O, makes her evidence contradictory with her earlier 

versions.  

22. Now to appreciate the evidence of the victim properly let have a glance 

over the evidences of other witnesses. PW-5 appears to be the father of 

victim and he in his evidence in chief fully contradicted the version of his 

daughter. PW-5 in his evidence in chief deposed that in the year 2014 his 

neighbor had brought a proposal of marriage on behalf of the accused for 

his daughter. After that without his knowledge the accused and his 

daughter met each other and his daughter also gone to the house of the 

accused and also to Tezpur. PW-5 further deposed that around 6 months 

after receiving the proposal his daughter came and told him that as their 

astrological charts did not match there can‟t be a marriage between them. 

His daughter also told him that they used to meet and in his rented room 

they had sexual relation. When they went to the SP his daughter told the 

SP about the sexual relation then he came to know about the same. His 

daughter had gone with the accused several times because there was a 

talk of marriage going on between them and they intended to get 

married. 

23. The evidence of PW-5, makes it definite that there was a 

marriage proposal brought by his neighbor between the accused 
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and his daughter and his daughter gone with the accused as 

marriage talk was going on between them. He further deposed 

that his daughter told him that as their astrological charts did 

not match there can’t be a marriage between them. PW-5 did not 

support and corroborate the version of his daughter where she 

claimed that she came to the accused as per false promise of 

marriage.  

24. The evidence of PW-5 further clears that due to miss-match of 

astrological charts there cannot be marriage between his 

daughter and accused. PW-5 in his evidence deposed further that his 

daughter had sexual relation with the accused. PW-5 did not support that 

accused had sexual inter course with his daughter on promise of 

marriage, rather he deposed that due to miss-match of astrological charts 

marriage could not be taken place and such fact also informed him by his 

daughter who is the victim of this case.  

25. As such it seen that evidence of PW-2 & PW-5, appears to be 

contradictory with each other in terms of having sexual inter-course with 

victim by the dint of false promise of marriage. The victim claimed in her 

evidence that she consented her sexual inter-course with the accused as 

she believe the promise of marriage put forwarded by the accused. Her 

father who is the informant of this case in his evidence deposed that there 

was a marriage proposal brought by his neighbor between the accused 

and his daughter and subsequently, his daughter told him to anticipate 

marriage with another person as there could not be any marriage 

between her and accused due to miss-match of astrological charts. The 

father of victim has not supported the fact of giving false promise of 

marriage by the accused to the victim. As such the evidence of victim and 

her father appears to be contradictory with each and those contradictions 

are with regard to the material facts.  

26. PW-3 & PW-4, heard about the incident from the victim and both the 

witnesses have deposed that they heard from the victim that accused with 

a promise of marriage had sexual inter-course with her. The evidences of 

both the witnesses are being hearsay in nature requires to be appreciated 

more carefully and meticulously. PW-6 is the I.O of this case and he 
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during his cross-examination deposed before this court that PW- 3 Junu 

Maya Chetry didn‟t state before him that during March 2015-16 victim „X‟ 

came to her and told her that the accused and she were in love and they 

had sexual relation and accused had promised to marry her but refused to 

do so and therefore asked her to help her and then she asked her to 

lodge a case in the thana. PW-6 further deposed that PW-4 she didn‟t 

state before him that victim told her that accused had promised to marry 

her and one day the victim told her crying that she had sexual intercourse 

with the accused and the number of phone calls from the accused 

decreased. PW-6 further deposed that PW-4 stated before him that she 

personally had not heard about the promise of marriage between them. 

27. Hence, it is seen that the facts deposed by PW-3 & PW-4 before this court 

certainly not stated by them before the I.O. It has already discussed 

earlier that evidence of both the witnesses are appears to be hearsay in 

nature and the story deposed by them before this court admittedly not 

stated before the I.O during the time of recording their statements by the 

I.O. PW-3 & PW-4, in their statements before the I.O have omitted to 

state all the materials facts and those omissions are appears to be 

material contradictions.  

28. PW-1 is the Medical Officer, who examined the victim medically and as 

per his evidence the victim girl habituated with sex although no recent 

activity of sex found as the victim was examined after one month of last 

sex. The evidence of PW-2, clears that she had sex with the accused. In 

respect of sexual relationship there is nothing on the record upon which 

this court may disbelieve that victim have no sex with the accused? The 

sexual inter-course between the victim and accused well established from 

the evidence on record.  

29. Now question is whether said sexual inter-course between the victim and 

accused amounts to cheating in terms of inducing the victim under false 

promise of marriage? Or whether the victim was raped by the accused in 

his rented house? The victim in her evidence claimed that although 

accused told to take her at park but instead she was taken to rented 

house of accused and thereafter accused had sexual inter-course with her 

by giving false promise of marriage. We have already discussed earlier 
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that the victim failed to state those facts before the I.O. The version of 

victim‟s father i.e. PW-5 disclosed separate facts of marriage proposal 

between his daughter and the accused. PW-5 further says that his 

daughter told him that marriage between her and accused could not 

possible over miss-matching of astrological charts. Hence, it seen that 

versions of PW-2 & PW-5, are appears to be contradictory with each other 

and those contradictions makes their evidences doubtful and 

untrustworthy in nature.  

30. Now another pertinent questions disclosed as to whether miss-matching 

of astrological charts resulted with not performing marriage between the 

victim and accused and the same termed as inducing the victim with false 

promise and further termed as rape on having sex with that promise with 

the victim? Certainly, in this case victim had consented the sexual inter-

course with the accused and her father says that marriage could not be 

solemnized between the victim and accused over miss-matching of 

astrological charts. Hence, from the versions of witnesses one thing 

clearly appears that sexual relationship between the victim X and accused 

was established and such acts was consensus.  

31. Recently, Hon‟ble Court of our country in Dr. Dhruvaram Murlidhar 

Sonar vs. State of Maharashtra & Ors. [Criminal Appeal No. 1443 

of 2018 arising out of S.L.P. (Criminal) No.6532 of 2018], held in 

para no-20 of its judgment that------- 

20. Thus, there is a clear distinction between rape and 

consensual sex. The court, in such cases, must very 

carefully examine whether the complainant had actually 

wanted to marry the victim or had mala fide motives and 

had made a false promise to this effect only to satisfy his 

lust, as the later falls within the ambit of cheating or 

deception. There is also a distinction between mere breach 

of a promise and not fulfilling a false promise. If the 

accused has not made the promise with the sole intention 

to seduce the prosecutrix to indulge in sexual acts, such an 

act would not amount to rape. 
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There may be a case where the prosecutrix agrees to have 

sexual intercourse on account of her love and passion for 

the accused and not solely on account of the misconception 

created by accused, or where an accused, on account of 

circumstances which he could not have foreseen or which 

were beyond his control, was unable to marry her despite 

having every intention to do. Such cases must be treated 

differently. If the complainant had any mala fide intention 

and if he had clandestine motives, it is a clear case of rape. 

The acknowledged consensual physical relationship 

between the parties would not constitute an offence under 

Section 376 of the IPC” 

32. Hon‟ble Supreme Court of India in Anurag Soni vs The State Of 

Chhattisgarh on 9 April, 2019, held in para no-14 of the judgment 

held that ------- “consent relying upon the false promise of the accused 

that he will marry her and, therefore, her consent can be said to be a 

consent on misconception of fact as per Section 90 of the IPC and such a 

consent shall not excuse the accused from the charge of rape and offence 

under Section 375 of the IPC” 

33. Hence, from the common understanding of the aforesaid judgment of 

Hon‟ble Apex Court it can be understood that Hon‟ble Supreme Court in 

the former judgment held that where the prosecutrix agrees to have 

sexual intercourse on account of her love and passion for the accused and 

not solely on account of the misconception created by accused, or where 

an accused, on account of circumstances which he could not have 

foreseen or which were beyond his control, was unable to marry her 

despite having every intention to do. Such cases must be treated 

differently. In later case Hon‟ble Supreme Court held that consent relying 

upon the false promise of the accused that he will marry her and, 

therefore, her consent can be said to be a consent on misconception of 

fact as per Section 90 of the IPC and such a consent shall not excuse the 

accused from the charge of rape and offence under Section 375 of the 

IPC”. 
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34. As such till date it is the settled provisions of law that consent obtained by 

false promise of marriage is misconception of fact as per section-90 of IPC 

and such a consent shall not excuse the accused from the charge of rape 

under section-376 of IPC.  

35. Arriving again to the instant case in hand, this court has already discussed 

that victim herself claimed in her evidence in chief that she had believed 

the proposal of marriage of accused and consented for sex and had 

sexual inter-course with the accused. She further testified that 

subsequently, the accused started avoiding her and contemplated to 

marry another girl. But the father of victim who is the informant of this 

case in his evidence deposed that victim told him that marriage between 

them could not be possible due to miss-match of astrological charts. PW-5 

further clarified that there was a marriage proposal between his daughter 

and the accused that brought by one of his neighbour and during his 

cross-examination he named such neighbour as Sadbir Sarma. He in his 

cross-examination further deposed that his daughter had gone with the 

accused several times because there was a talk of marriage going on 

between them and they intended to get married.‟ 

36. The evidence presented before this court by PW-5, makes it categorical 

that his daughter went with the accused on several times as there was a 

talk of marriage going on between them and they intended to get 

married. PW-5 further clarifies that he heard from his daughter that 

marriage could not be taken place between his daughter and accused 

over miss-matching of astrological charts.  

37. Hence, it seen that victim consented the sexual intercourse with the 

accused as there was marriage proposal going on between them and 

subsequently, marriage between could not be taken place due to miss-

match of astrological charts of victim and accused. That clarifies and 

established that marriage could not be performed over the fact of miss-

matching astrological charts between the victim and accused and that was 

beyond the control of the accused. It can be safely presumed here that 

marriage between the victim and accused could not be performed over a 

ground which was not under the control of accused. And such facts failed 
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to prove the intention of the accused that accused wanted to deceive the 

victim from the begging and had sexual inter-course with the victim. 

38. Hence, it is seen that it is a pure case of consensual sex performed 

between the victim and accused with a believe that their marriage is going 

to be performed in the future as there was marriage talk going on 

between them. More also, if we go by the entire factual matrix that 

divulges from the version of the victim, then it has clear before this court 

that accused never went to place of victim to have sexual inter-course 

with the accused rather the victim herself came to the place of accused. 

Furthermore, it is seen from the version of victim that she had developed 

love affairs with the accused in the year 2014 and she met with the 

accused in the year 2016 at first in a hotel of missamary and 

subsequently, in several places of Tezpur.  

39. The prosecution side in this case failed to prove that accused since from 

the inception attempted to deceive the victim by way of giving false 

promise of marriage. Rather the father of victim himself clears that as 

there was marriage proposal and talk was going on the victim visited the 

accused on several occasions and subsequently, the victim informed him 

that due to miss-match of astrological charts marriage could not be 

performed between them. As such from the version of PW-5, it could be 

perceived that marriage between the accused and victim could not be 

taken place over some unforeseen contingencies and that was not under 

the control of the accused. 

40. Upon the above said discussions, this court is constrained to opine that 

prosecution side failed to prove the mala-fide intention of the accused. 

The prosecution side further failed to prove that consent for sexual inter-

course was obtained by the accused under certain miss-conception of 

facts.  

41. In this case the factual matrix and evidences adduced before this court 

makes it clear that between the accused and victim X consensual sex took 

place and the consent of the victim given under the belief of marriage as 

mutual talk of marriage was going on between them and subsequently, 

their marriage could not be performed over miss-matching of astrological 

charts. Hence, it is not a case of rape, as the consent of victim for sex 
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was not obtained by the accused upon miss-conception of facts as 

decided by the Hon‟ble Apex Court in the later judgment.  

42. Therefore in the light of aforesaid discussions, this court finds that it is a 

pure case of consensual sex took place between the accused and victim X 

and for that accused could not be held guilty of commission of alleged 

offences. 

43. More also, the evidences presented by the victim X and her father appears 

to be contradictory with each other and those contradictions makes their 

evidence doubtful and untrustworthy in nature. As such the accused of 

this case is entitled to get the benefit of reasonable doubt as reveals from 

the versions of prosecution witnesses.  

“FINDINGS” 

44. Therefore, in the light of above, it can be safely concluded by observing 

that prosecution side failed to prove the guilt of the accused beyond any 

shadow of doubt. Hence, the accused is acquitted from the charge under 

section-417/376 IPC. Accused sets at liberty. Bail bond is extended for six 

months in view of section-437A of Cr.P.C. 

45. This case is disposed of accordingly. Judgement is pronounced and 

delivered in open court under the seal and signature of this court on 21st 

day of June 2019.  

 
 

                                                                                                     (N. J. HAQUE) 
Asstt. Sessions Judge 

                 Sonitpur, Tezpur 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
 
 

  (N. J. HAQUE) 
           Asstt. Sessions Judge 
              Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 
 
 

 
Dictation taken and  
Transcribed be me: 
 
        
(J. K Muru), Steno. 
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A  P E   N D   I   X 

 
1. Prosecution witnesses:   PW-1 : Dr. (Mrs) Jahanara Begum, MO 

                                                             PW-2  : the victim  
                                                             PW-3  : Smt. Junu Maya Chetry 
                                                             PW-4  : Smt. Rose Mary Surin 
                                                             PW-5     : Sri Dilip Kalita 
                                                             PW-6  : Md. Nurul Hussain 
 

2. Prosecution Exhibits  Ext.1  :  Medical Report 
           Ext.2 :  Statement u/s 164 CrPC 
 Ext.3  :   Ejahar 
 Ext.4  :   Sketch Map 
 Ext.5  :   Charge-sheet 

 
3. Material  Exhibits                        :- Nil  

  

 

 

    (N. J. HAQUE) 
       Asstt. Sessions Judge 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 
 

 

 

 


